Rapid advances in redox systems biology are creating new opportunities to understand complexities of human disease and contributions of environmental exposures. New understanding of thiol-disulfide systems have occurred during the past decade as a consequence of the discoveries that thiol and disulfide systems are maintained in kinetically controlled steady-states displaced from thermodynamic equilibrium, that a widely distributed family of NADPH oxidases produces oxidants that function in cell signaling, and that a family of peroxiredoxins utilize thioredoxin as a reductant to complement the well-studied glutathione antioxidant system for peroxide elimination and redox regulation. This review focuses on thiol/disulfide redox state in biologic systems and the knowledge base available to support development of integrated redox systems biology models to better understand the function and dysfunction of thiol-disulfide redox systems. In particular, central principles have emerged concerning redox compartmentalization and utility of thiol/disulfide redox measures as indicators of physiologic function. Advances in redox proteomics show that, in addition to functioning in protein active sites and cell signaling, cysteine residues also serve as redox sensors to integrate biologic functions. These advances provide a framework for translation of redox systems biology concepts to practical use in understanding and treating human disease. Biological responses to cadmium, a widespread environmental agent, are used to illustrate the utility of these advances to the understanding of complex pleiotropic toxicities.
Introduction
An extensive scientific literature has amassed concerning thiols, disulfides and related aspects in biological systems. For instance, a PubMed search in August 2012 retrieved 94,477 papers on "thiol", 102,969 on "glutathione", 161,047 on "methionine or cysteine". This volume of scientific literature includes thousands of papers on thiols in enzyme active sites, DNA binding regions of transcription factors, post-translational modifications affecting protein structure, distribution and activity, and targeted, hypothesis-driven studies linking the chemistry and biochemistry of thiols to oxidative stress, redox signaling, nitric oxide signaling, zinc regulation, aging and a host of disease processes. The large number of research studies makes it impractical to provide a comprehensive review on all of the thiol/ disulfide redox systems. At the same time, the common reactivities of thiols with oxidants and central roles of redox sensing and signaling necessitate efforts to understand function of individual components within intact functional cells and organism. During recent years, studies of integrated functions of complex systems has flourished through development of systems biology, with 51,472 publications providing conceptual and practical development of ways to assemble, interrogate and understand the interactive functions of components of complex systems. Among this wealth of scientific papers, however, only 122 citations are retrieved for "thiol and redox systems biology". The incomplete genealogy (Fig 1) points to an opportunity for contemporary science to assemble the extensive detailed knowledge of thiol systems into integrated redox systems biology models.
Occam's razor directs simplification to minimal components. In application to thiol systems, this approach has encouraged generalizations that sometimes oversimplify behavior of thiol systems. Protein thiols exist in a range of aqueous and non-aqueous environments and in proximity to charged amino acid and different metal ions. Perhaps most importantly, the mammalian genome encodes a limited number of protein thiols, and crystallography, NMR spectroscopy and detailed molecular and chemical studies provide considerable knowledge for many of these (Sali et al., 2003) . Science is poised to assemble systematic knowledge of the thiol proteome, and systems biology provides tools to develop integrated models of their reactivities and functions in complex systems (Kemp et al., 2008) . The task is daunting, yet now approachable because of the availability of genomic and proteomic databases (e.g., http://www.biochemweb.org/databases.shtml) powerful analytical tools, bioinformatics (e.g., http://drcat.sourceforge.net/drcatindex.html) and pathway and functional network analysis tools (www.genego.com, www.ingenuity.com).
In the present review, we summarize thiol/disulfide redox states as a basis for improved understanding of redox signaling and control. We do not explicitly address enzyme active sites as these are better addressed in terms of the specific reactions and catalytic mechanisms. The review largely addresses mammalian systems, with consideration of other metazoans only in terms of evolution of the redox proteome. Because of the vast literature and availability of reviews, we focus on thiols as components of more complex redox systems and principles that the cysteine proteome has co-evolved with the complexity of organisms, exists in redox circuits that are kinetically controlled, and has semi-autonomous redox hubs controlling redox systems in different subcellular compartments. Important new insights provided by mass spectrometry-based redox proteomics are reviewed, and the implications of advances in redox systems biology to understanding effects of oxidative stress in complex biological systems are discussed. Finally, to illustrate the utility of systems biology approaches to understanding mechanisms of disease and toxicity, biological responses to the widespread environmental toxicant, cadmium (Cd) are reviewed. The development of tools to investigate the integrated nature of redox systems suggests opportunities for rapid progress in development of redox systems biology models of health and disease.
Fundamental concepts
All redox signaling and control functions operate within the physical and chemical constraints of the cell. In general, this means that the thermodynamic limits are defined by the redox potential (E h ) of the NADP + /NADPH couple and the O 2 /H 2 O couple, where the redox potential provides a measure of the tendency of the couple to accept or donate electrons. The difference in E h values between two couples is proportional to the free energy for electron transfer (ΔG = −nFΔE h , where n is the number of electrons transferred and F is Faraday's constant). E h is dependent on both the inherent tendency of the chemical to accept or donate electrons, expressed in the standard potential (E o ), and also the concentrations of the acceptor (oxidized) and donor (reduced) species of the couple, as defined by the Nernst equation {E h = E o + RT/nF ln([oxidized]/[reduced])}. The energetics of electron transfer is dependent upon the pH, which requires use of the appropriate E o value to reflect the pH where the reaction occurs. Although these are defined as equilibrium values referenced to a standard hydrogen electrode, biological systems are not at equilibrium and must always be considered steady-state estimates. In biological systems, the steady-state E h for NADP + / NADPH is in the range of −400 mV while the O 2 /H 2 O couple is about +600 mV, providing the biological limits for redox signaling and redox sensing. Thiol/disulfide systems undergo reversible reactions under a narrower range, typically between −400 and 0 mV.
The steady-state E h values provide convenient measures of the response characteristics of redox-active elements in biological systems, but these values do not provide information about the kinetics of the reactions. This issue is of fundamental importance as it provides a major impetus for development of redox systems biology. The mammalian genome encodes 214,000 Cys residues, at least 10-20% of which are redox-active under biologic conditions. In the context of a non-equilibrium steady state in which O 2 , H 2 O 2 and other oxidants are present, each of these Cys residues exists in a partially oxidized state, determined by the relative rates of oxidation, the counterbalancing reduction by NADPH-coupled systems, and the usually slow thiol-disulfide exchange reactions (20 M −1 s −1 ) with cysteine/cystine (Cys/ CySS), GSH/GSSG and other proteins. The total protein thiol pool in cells is 10-40 mM, so the steady-state E h of individual protein Cys residues present at 1 μM to 1 fM can be a complex function of reaction rates with oxidants, reductants and other proteins.
The importance of this for the evolution of biologic functions can be considered in terms of the consequences of combining rate constants with protein abundance. The rates of reaction of protein thiols with H 2 O 2 varies over 6 orders of magnitude (Nagy and Winterbourne, 2010) . The concentration of proteins similarly ranges over at least 6 orders of magnitude, as indicated above from about 1 μM to 1 fM or lower. In consideration of these ranges, it becomes apparent that there are two possible orders of interaction, with rate constants varying in proportion to protein abundance and with rate constants varying inversely with protein abundance. In the former, 10 7 M −1 s −1 x 10 −6 M = 10 s −1 and 10 M −1 s −1 x 10 −12 M = 10 −11 s −1 . In the latter, 10 7 M −1 s −1 x 10 −12 M = 10 −5 s −1 and 10 M −1 s −1 x 10 −6 M = 10 −5 s −1 . Thus, the simple scaling of reaction rates with abundance provides means to maintain a stable, non-equilibrium state of redox components (latter case) while at the same time containing elements which can be regulated to provide effective on-off switching for cell signaling (former case).
Differential scaling of reaction rates and abundance of reactive elements is further specialized in biologic systems by subcellular compartmentation and microcompartmentation. Organelles provide membrane-limited compartments that are often specialized in redox activities, e.g., mitochondria and chloroplasts have electrochemical mechanisms for ATP production, peroxisomes are enriched in H 2 O 2 linked metabolism, the secretory pathway has oxidative systems for sequential processing of proteins for the cell surface and secretion. Microcompartmentation refers to heterogeneity in solute distribution within volumes not bounded by membranes. With diffusion coefficients of solutes in aqueous systems, solute heterogeneity exists in biological systems only for solutes with turnovers exceeding about 2 s −1 (Jones et al., 1990) . As evident from the approximations above for rate constants and abundances of proteins, effective redox signaling that is requires relatively high rates of reaction and high abundance elements; these are achieved in association with membranes and signaling complexes (D'Autreaux and Toledano, 2007) .Finally, a new concept was introduced recently that there is a need to discriminate "redox signaling" thiols from "redox sensing" thiols (Jones, 2010) . Redox-sensing thiols are defined as elements in a global redox control system that utilizes redox mechanisms to integrate activities of different biologic systems in a context-dependent manner without changing mechanisms. In this way, a change in central redox elements, such as oxidation of E h GSSG during transition from cell division to differentiation to apoptosis, allows coordinated changes in activity of multiple biologic elements. The central argument for considering redox sensing as something distinct from redox signaling is that only a small fraction of the 214,000 Cys encoded in the human genome appear to function in redox signaling, yet most Cys are highly conserved in metazoan evolution, a large fraction exist in partially oxidized states and most biological functions are dependent upon the redox states of constituent thiols.
Thiols and disulfides in biological systems
Thiols Glutathione (GSH)-The most abundant thiol in mammalian systems is glutathione (GSH), present at about 10 mM in liver and kidney (Yuan and Kaplowitz, 2009, Lash, 2009 ) but varying to low micromolar concentrations in plasma [e.g., about 2 μM in humans, (Jones and Liang, 2009) ]. This span of nearly four orders of magnitude emphasizes that activities ascribed to GSH must be considered in the context of the respective abundance of GSH. Enzyme activities are determined by the GSH concentration relative to the enzymatic K M for GSH, and non-enzymatic rates are proportional to concentration. In terms of specific compartments, GSH in alveolar lining fluid (Moss et al., 2000 , Yeh et al., 2007 is >100 times the concentration in plasma; GSH in liver and kidney is 10-fold higher than small intestinal enterocytes .
Cysteine (Cys)-Although there are five times more papers on GSH than the more general term "thiol", GSH is never the only thiol in redox systems. In human plasma, the major low molecular weight thiol is cysteine, present at about 10 μM (Jones et al., 2000) . Despite this relatively low concentration, plasma Cys maintains interorgan balance of GSH (Taniguchi et al., 2008, Ookhtens and Kaplowitz, 1998) and protein synthesis (MoriartyCraige and Jones, 2004) . Comparison of the rates of Cys use for protein synthesis and GSH synthesis shows that the former can predominate (Anderson et al., 2007) . Cys is synthesized from Met through the transsulfuration pathway. In many experimental systems, the rate of GSH synthesis is limited by Cys availability. Under many conditions, variation in Cys availability is associated with variation in GSH abundance. This has been most extensively studied in association with chemical toxicity and chemical carcinogenesis, where adverse effects are potentiated by limited Cys and GSH, but is also evident as part of the diurnal variation entrained by the timing of consumption of the sulfur amino acids, Met and Cys.
Protein thiols-In plasma, the concentration of protein thiol is much higher than either Cys or GSH, i.e., in the range of 200 to 500 μM (Chawla et al., 1984) , principally due to serum albumin. Tissues also contain higher total protein thiol than low molecular weight thiols, often in the range of 10 to 40 mM. Individual high abundance proteins in cells can contribute thiol concentrations similar to that for albumin in plasma, while concentrations of many individual peptidyl Cys are in the low micromolar range. For instance, if total protein thiol were 20 mM and 1000 proteins containing an average of 10 Cys contributed to most of these thiols, then the average concentration of specific protein thiols would be 2 μM.
Other low molecular weight thiols-For more complete systems models, other lowmolecular weight thiols in extracellular fluids and cells also need to be incorporated. The precursor-product relationship of Cys and GSH provides a well-studied example of the importance of interactions. In humans, both Cys and GSH undergo diurnal variations linked to dietary intake of sulfur amino acids, yet the precursor-product relationship maintains these systems out of phase by 7 h (Blanco et al., 2007) . In human plasma, homocysteine (HCy) is present at about 2 μM (Elshorbagy et al., 2008) , a concentration comparable to that for GSH; total HCy, consisting of all of the forms in plasma, have been associated with cardiovascular disease (Refsum et al., 1998) . However, uncertainties exist concerning mechanisms because concentrations of thiol and disulfide forms vary in association with methionine metabolism and interactions with other thiols and disulfides in the plasma (Mansoor et al., 1992) . Systems approaches to model HCy formation and loss, along with HCy transport and oxidation-reduction reactions with other thiol/disulfide systems will be required to understand these complex interactions. The critical need for such integrated redox systems approach is evident from the failure to understand the mechanisms underlying association of total plasma HCy with cardiovascular disease despite decades of highly targeted research.
Mechanistic understanding of individual thiols similarly requires consideration of other thiol/disulfide systems. Cys concentration in cells is in the range of 50 to 150 μM and can determine synthesis rates of GSH (Lu, 1999, Deneke and Fanburg, 1989) but also vary independently of GSH . Importantly, Cys is required for synthesis of short-lived proteins so that impacts on GSH synthesis probably do not occur without impacts on these proteins. Coenzyme A (CoASH) is another important cellular thiol that is rarely considered in functional studies. CoASH is present at about 80 μM (Crane et al., 1982) and is required for the citric acid cycle and β-oxidation of fatty acids in mitochondria and also for fatty acid biosynthesis associated with the endoplasmic reticulum. Crane et al showed that CoASH concentration declines in association with GSH loss in oxidative stress, clearly establishing that these thiols can vary together. The CoASH precursor, pantotheine, is rarely studied but can, in principle, limit CoASH availability. The data point to a need for quantitative models to incorporate HCy, CoASH, and other central thiol components along with GSH, Cys and redox-active protein thiols to enhance understanding of functional determinants in complex systems.
Disulfides
Disulfide concentrations often vary in association with changes in corresponding thiols in biologic systems, and this is rarely addressed in a rigorous manner. Instead, oxidative stress research often shows that measured thiol and disulfide concentrations are not fully consistent with the expected stoichiometry for thiol oxidation to disulfide. Frequently, results show a decrease in thiol with no increase in disulfide or an increased disulfide without decrease in thiol. Such results can occur as a consequence of loss of thiols due to reaction with electrophiles generated through lipid peroxidation. In such cases, discussion of thiol/disulfide ratio rather than concentrations of thiol and disulfide allows conclusions concerning oxidative stress. Such simplified interpretations can be misleading because they ignore the reaction products derived from the electrophiles and do not provide mechanistic interpretations specifically linked to thiol, disulfide, thiol/disulfide ratio or E h GSSG (Hansen et al., 2004 , Kirlin et al., 1999 .
In many systems, adaptive responses allow a pool size effect where the abundance of GSSG is positively correlated with the concentration of GSH. This is consistent with a steady-state balance in which GSH conversion to GSSG, determined by GSH concentration, is adjusted to the steady-state rate of GSSG conversion to GSH by GSSG reductase, determined by GSSG concentration Summer, 1975, Gilbert, 1990a) . However, because GSH and GSSG export from cells can occur with different kinetics (Ookhtens and Kaplowitz, 1998) and GSH can be biosynthesized but GSSG is only derived from GSH, GSSG does not vary with GSH in a simple, linear manner. Furthermore, GSSG reacts with Cys to form CySSG (Jones et al., 2000 , Reed et al., 1983 and with protein Cys to covalently modify proteins (Mieyal and Chock, 2012) . Integrated systems approaches including all of the components within computational models can considerably clarify the dynamics of such complex systems (Kemp et al., 2008) .
GSH/GSSG ratio and GSH/GSSG redox potential
As one extends consideration to include dynamic changes of redox systems during biologic transitions, such as during development, apoptosis or environmental challenge, additional issues of concomitant variation in multiple redox elements become evident. Gilbert (Gilbert, 1990a) considered these issues in detail over 20 years ago, concluding that concomitant variations of GSH and GSSG can have different biological meanings. For instance, if one considers the GSH/GSSG half-reaction, 2 GSH ← → GSSG + 2e − + 2H + , one can readily see that both the ratio of GSH/GSSG and the steady-state GSH/GSSG redox potential vary with both GSH and GSSG. If a protein disulfide is reduced by 2 GSH to a protein dithiol form, then the energetics of the reaction are determined by E h of the GSH/GSSG couple. On the other hand, if a protein has a single thiol and undergoes the reaction, Protein-SH + GSSG ← → Protein-SSG + GSH, then the system is best described in terms of the ratio of GSH/GSSG (Gilbert, 1990a) . Gilbert (Gilbert, 1990a) showed that these can be readily distinguished graphically.
Both monothiol and dithiol systems occur simultaneously in cells, so a single descriptor can never suffice. A change in GSH concentration without a change in GSSG has an associated change in the ratio, GSH/GSSG, and also in the redox potential, E h , for the GSSG/2GSH redox couple. In mechanisms, the rate of GSH transferase depends upon GSH concentration, while the S-glutathionylation/deglutathionylation of proteins by glutaredoxin depends upon the GSH/GSSG ratio (Gilbert, 1990b) , integrin-dependent platelet activation depends upon E h GSSG (Essex and Li, 2003) , and GSSG reductase depends upon GSSG concentration (Holmgren, 1989) . Because different biologic functions depend upon different parameters, there are inherent covariations in thiol systems in complex systems that are difficult to control experimentally. Hence, one arrives at the conclusion that effective descriptions can only be accomplished with models that incorporate responses to GSH, GSSG, GSH/GSSG ratio and [GSSG]/[GSH] 2 , i.e., redox systems models. The available data suggest that an additional 100,000 papers on relative changes of GSH are not likely to provide as much clarification for redox biology as a small number of studies providing interactive redox systems models. Such development is in progress, but a considerable gap exists between global models addressing entire cellular systems (Cadenas and Davies, 2000, Adimora et al., 2010) and models for specific redox pathways (Kippner et al., 2011) . As addressed below, the spectrum of reactions of thiols to sulfenic acids and higher oxidation states, as well as formation of nitrosothiols and a range of other modified forms, indicates that these must ultimately be expanded to multi-dimensional redox systems models (Kemp et al., 2008) .
The cysteine proteome co-evolved with structural and functional
complexity of higher organisms
The availability of genomic data for large numbers of diverse species allows study of thiol redox systems in terms of changes during evolution (Bender et al., 2008, Miseta and Csutora, 2000) . This information is readily accessible, largely defines the individual components, and enables study of individual Cys residues in a protein among species, among variants of the same protein within a species and among other amino acid variations within the same protein. In such studies of the evolution of the Cys proteome, Miseta and Csutora (Miseta and Csutora, 2000) found that Cys content in evolution increased with complexity of the organism (Fig 2) . This concept, along with data showing that far more Cys are conserved in metazoan evolution than function in active sites and redox signaling, emphasizes the need to discriminate "redox-sensing" Cys from redox-signaling and active site Cys (Jones, 2010) as introduced above. Redox-sensing Cys integrate cell signaling and other biologic functions by providing orthogonal control elements to adjust activity of components without impacting mechanisms of activity (Jones, 2010) .
Along with selenocysteine (Sec), Cys and Met represent the only amino acids in proteins that can be reversibly oxidized. Sec appears to be present in only 25 mammalian proteins and is mostly limited to enzyme active sites (Burk, 2002 , Gladyshev and Hatfield, 1999 , Kasaikina et al., 2012 . In contrast, GenBank protein files indicate that the human genome encodes about 214,000 Cys unique residues and, excluding about 19,800 first Met in sequences, about 172,000 Met residues (Jones, 2008) . Met functions in catalytic centers and as an important structural element; a fraction of the Met residues are present as sulfoxides (Stadtman et al., 2005) , but there is little systematic knowledge of the occurrence or function of these oxidations. A unique genetic code for mitochondria in which an isoleucine codon is replaced by a Met codon indicates that Met oxidation could protect mitochondria from oxidative damage (Bender et al., 2008 , Misiti et al., 2004 , but other evidence argues against this interpretation (Sanz et al., 2006 , Moosmann, 2011 . A relative deficiency in specific details of Met oxidation during physiologic signaling and cellular regulation currently limits redox systems analyses of Met.
Miseta and Csutora (Miseta and Csutora, 2000) compared Cys, expressed as a percentage of total amino acid content, to that expected randomly from the tRNA Cys /tRNA total (random probability is 3.28%), and found that Cys is underrepresented in the proteome for all organisms examined, ranging from 0.41% for Archaea to 2.26% for mammals (Fig 2A) . They found at least 1 Cys in 92% of mammalian proteins, but at least 1 Cys in only 50% of Archaea proteins, which they interpreted to indicate an increase in Cys content with evolution of complexity. They supported this interpretation with analysis of ribosomal proteins and found that Cys content increased with complexity of species (Archaea → Escherichia coli → Yeast → Drosophila → Human). The ribosomal proteins contained less Cys than expected, indicating a selection against Cys content. Extension to other proteins and other metazoan species confirms this result (Jones, 2010) . For instance, the Cys content of both cytoplasmic and mitochondrial ribosomes have this characteristic (Fig 2B) . Among specific Cys residues measured in redox proteomics studies, analysis of random subsets shows >90% conservation while total amino acid conservation in the same proteins is only about 70% [ Fig 2C, ]. Thus, interpretations of thiol biology must accommodate the knowledge that there is selection pressure against total Cys content, conservation of Cys that are encoded, and increased Cys content associated with evolution of organism complexity.
Further insight into redox organizational structure is likely to be obtained from extension of the concepts developed by Miseta and Csutora. For instance, thiol reactivity toward O 2 indicates that changes in evolutionary pressure could have occurred with transitions impacting oxygenation. One can hypothesize that selection against Cys would have occurred unless protective mechanisms coevolved, such as Zn binding, or the Cys proteome evolved to provide a selective advantage to exposure to increased O 2 . Evolution of peroxideproducing and peroxide-metabolizing systems may have allowed co-evolution of the Cys proteome through altered constraints in organisms possessing these activities. Finally, as discussed below, eukaryotic organelles maintain different thiol/disulfide redox characteristics, and oxidation/reduction of protein Cys residues has a mechanistic function in protein trafficking and regulation. Extension of the concepts of Miseta and Csutora to consider evolution of the Cys proteome in conjunction with the origin of specialized compartmental structures and functions can be expected to provide additional insight into physical organization structure-function relationships.
The Cys proteome supports multiple biological functions
As illustrated by the genealogy of thiol redox systems biology (Fig 1) , Cys residues in proteins not only function in multiple biologic processes, but also in multiple types of chemical modifications. While oxidation during relatively severe oxidative stress and toxicity have received considerable attention, reversible modifications of single and vicinal Cys are well known to provide biological switching mechanisms [ (Forman et al., 2009 , Schafer and Buettner, 2001 , Brandes et al., 2009 , Fig 3] . Single Cys are oxidized to sulfenic acid and also to disulfides with GSH, Cys, homocysteine (HCy). Cys residues are often considered in terms of "on-off" switching mechanisms in redox signaling, but this multiplicity of chemical modification provides a "change of meaning" switching mechanism that also allows for a specific Cys residue to serve as a system conversion switch.
Although sulfenic acid is a relatively unstable oxidation product, Cys sulfenic acids can be stabilized in isolated form in protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B as an internal sulfenamide with a proximal amine (Tonks, 2005) ; although reaction kinetics prevent this from occurring in cells during signaling, the structure illustrates that even highly reactive intermediates can exist in biologic systems. Such stable structures, as well as glutathionylation to introduce a negative charge, cysteinylation to convert to a zwitterion, and acylation to convert to a lipophilic site, provide a range of structural changes that change binding properties (Fig 3) . Reversible reaction with aldehydes, including monosaccharides, to form thiolhemiacetals, can also occur but whether such modifications have biological functions is not known. Several proteins have Cys residues that undergo different modifications (Mallis et al., 2001 , Haendeler et al., 2002 , Hashemy and Holmgren, 2008 , Casagrande et al., 2002 , Reynaert et al., 2006 , Ishima et al., 2007 so that corresponding multisignaling functions will require models in which the number of dimensions is expanded to accommodate the multiple mechanisms.
Many proteins contain vicinal Cys residues that form internal disulfides upon oxidation. As with the energetics of thiol/disulfide systems where the 2:1 stoichiometry of 2GSH per GSSG differs from that for the 1:1 couple, NADPH and NADP + , the reactivities and functions of vicinal dithiols follow different principles than monothiols. In human thioredoxin-1 (Trx1), Cys73 has different susceptibility to modification than nearby Cys62 and Cys69, and modification of the former impacts Trx1 activity differently than that oxidation of the Cys62, Cys69 pair (Watson et al., 2003b) . Many dithiol structures exist as metal clusters, some of which reversibly bind metals. Binding of Zn 2+ , for instance, can stabilize vicinal thiols against oxidation, and oxidation can result in release of Zn 2+ . Alternatively, Zn 2+ binding to vicinal thiols in the regulatory domain of protein kinase C alpha or beta greatly increases their reactivity to hydroperoxides. In glutaredoxin-2, Fe 2+ is bound in an iron-sulfur cluster in an inactive form (Lillig et al., 2005) . Oxidation causes release of Fe 2+ and activation of enzymatic activity. Glutaredoxin provides connectivity between monothiol and dithiol systems, yet the differences in reactivities and functions of dithiol and monothiols requires complex models to effectively integrate their functions.
Complex systems models are also needed to incorporate competing modifications of Cys residues, such as nitrosylation by NO (Anand and Stamler, 2012, Nakamura and Lipton, 2011) and sulfhydration by H 2 S (Mustafa et al., 2009, Gadalla and Snyder, 2010) . Unlike modifications that function through conformational change, nitrosylation can function to provide a nitroso donor (Martinez-Ruiz and Lamas, 2004) and sulfhydration can serve as a sulfane donor (Li et al., 2011) . These systems occupy the same physical and chemical space and can involve the same Cys residues as oxidative changes. However, these are distinct in that they not only result in conformational changes but also support transfer reactions. Together, the spectrum of Cys modifications strongly emphasizes the need for systems models that can incorporate overlapping and competing functions of thiol systems. Although difficult to visualize, computational methods allow integration of alternative sulfoxidation, glutathionylation, cysteinylation, nitrosylation, sulfhydration and vicinal disulfide formation within a single redox system.
Kinetic limitations in thiol redox systems
Extensive use of thermodynamic concepts of redox potentials has perhaps obscured the central observation that most thiols exist under kinetically controlled steady-state conditions (Jones et al., 2000 , Kirlin et al., 1999 . A previous review on non-equilibrium thermodynamics of thiol-disulfide systems considered many key issues and provided an initial perspective on development of redox systems biology (Kemp et al., 2008) . Research was summarized showing that thiol/disulfide systems are not in equilibrium in biologic systems, i.e., 1) GSH/GSSG in liver is not in redox equilibrium with NADPH/NADP + (Sies and Summer, 1975) , 2) Cys/CySS in plasma is not in redox equilibrium with GSH/GSSG in plasma (Jones et al., 2000) , 3) Cys/CySS and GSH/GSSG change differently with age , 4) GSH/GSSG is not in equilibrium with Trx-1[(-SH) 2 /-SS-] in cells (Miller et al., 2002) , 5) GSH/GSSG changes with cell differentiation but Trx-1[(-SH) 2 /-SS-] does not (Nkabyo et al., 2002) and 6) Cys/CySS in cells is not in equilibrium with GSH/GSSG . Reviews addressing kinetics of redox machinery in the periplasmic space of bacteria (Kadokura and Beckwith, 2010) , secretory pathway in antibody production Sitia, 2007, Cenci et al., 2011) , mitochondrial import pathway and endocytosis (Zhong et al., 2008 , Kamga et al., 2010 are also available. The concepts developed in the Kemp review provide a framework to construct models in which central redox control nodes are defined and the activities of the individual components are used to explore the complex relationships of the components and their responses to challenges. Complementing the specific compartmentalized functional pathways in protein processing, the review summarizes thiol/disulfide pathway, redox potential, and rate information as a basis for kinetic modeling of sulfur switches that function in redox signaling. This addition is important because movement of proteins between compartments is inherently "nonequilibrium" by virtue of a unidirectional nature, while redox signaling in a scalar compartment does not necessarily have that character.
A redox system in steady state (i.e., control cells at rest) may have the appearance of being at equilibrium, when it is not. Perturbation of a stable non-equilibrium system results in deviation and return to the steady state with characteristics as observed for perturbation of an equilibrium system (Kemp et al., 2008) . Two examples illustrate the point. GSH is often discussed as a "redox buffer" to protect proteins from oxidation. GSH does, in fact, protect proteins from oxidation, but this is not equivalent to "buffering" in the sense that the bicarbonate/CO 2 system buffers against a pH change. Redox buffers have been used to study protein folding (Lyles and Gilbert, 1991) and cellular responses to variation in redox state (Go and Jones, 2010a) , but these are in vitro conditions used to mimic in vivo conditions. Under normal physiologic conditions, the GSH system "buffers" against oxidation by providing a kinetically efficient means to eliminate oxidant and not by rapid equilibration with proteins. Rapid equilibration with proteins requires a catalyst, as shown by studies to develop redox-sensitive forms of green fluorescent protein (Gutscher et al., 2008 , Dooley et al., 2004 , although equilibrium in microcompartments can also occur (Morgan et al., 2012) . A second example is the "floodgate" hypothesis, namely that peroxiredoxins are hyper-oxidized to allow a sustained oxidant activity during redox signaling (Low et al., 2007) . The image conjured by the model is that a floodgate keeps out the massive sea, i.e., that the cytoplasm is a massive redox-buffered system. A more accurate image probably should be that of a valve regulating a spillway, controlling entry of reducing equivalents into a non-equilibrium system. Studies of steady-state oxidation of the mitochondrial systems, including the Trx2 system (Chance, 1954 , Chance, 1952 , Roede et al., 2012 and also cytoplasmic/nuclear systems, including the Trx1 system , Jones, 2008 , Sies and Summer, 1975 show that these pathways exist in a kinetically limited state. Electrons are always flowing through these redox systems, but the rates of electron flow are not sufficient to maintain complete reduction against ongoing oxidative reactions. While this difference may appear trivial, there is a fundamental difference because the former presents an image of bulk thiols being equilibrated to a highly reducing potential while the latter depicts bulk thiols as part of an interacting steady-state redox system. The former carries the implication that only a small fraction of thiols are biologically important; the latter is consistent with the evolution of the Cys proteome among metazoans, namely, that most protein Cys residues are conserved.
The Kemp review also considers kinetic models and potential mechanisms for control of non-equilibrium steady states, identifying gaps in knowledge especially related to redox communication between compartments and definition of redox pathways. Electron transfer rates between specific components within biologic systems can vary considerably, but the overall rates are ultimately dictated by the rates of transfer to O 2 , the terminal electron acceptor for aerobic organisms. The rates for mitochondrial electron transfer are orders of magnitude greater than oxidative reactions involving thiol systems (Jones, 2006) , underscoring the need for effective insulation of thiols from high-flux electron transfer systems. In mammalian cells, total peroxidase activity is greater than the capacity to reduce O 2 , and associated with low steady-state H 2 O 2 concentrations . Because of the relatively slow rates of protein thiol oxidation with low H 2 O 2 , most thiols remain in a relatively reduced steady state , Leichert et al., 2008 , Sethuraman et al., 2004 , but the rates of oxidation of specific thiols vary over several orders of magnitude (Winterbourn and Metodiewa, 1994) .
In the steady state, thiols undergo oxidation due to increased oxidant, such as H 2 O 2 produced by NADPH oxidase. Under these conditions, access to oxidant selectively oxidizes locally accessible and more reactive thiols to provide specificity in signaling (D'Autreaux and Toledano, 2007) . Systems models are needed with 3-dimensional formulations that account for changes in concentrations of redox-active components both in time and in space. Consequently, terms for sequestration and release of redox-active components, as well as oxidant generation and removal, need to be included. Importantly, the available data and interpretation that relatively small changes in local flux perturbs redox steady states in signaling indicate that oxidants other than H 2 O 2 could provide redundancy in signaling (e.g., metal ion, cystine/cysteine, quinone/catechol) and/or that redox signaling could be activated by sequestration/release mechanisms within microcompartments without any net change in electron transfer rates. Systems models provide means to evaluate such possibilities in the absence of tools with resolution for experimental tests.
Definition of thiol redox circuits: components and organizational structures Key components
Key components to define thiol redox circuits are summarized in Table 1 and discussed below. Many studies have evaluated bulk cellular protein thiol content and/or specific protein thiol content in studies where GSH was measured after experimental challenge. Results are consistent with 3 interpretations: 1) GSH and protein thiols have similar response patterns, as shown for H 2 O 2 -treated monocytes (Watson et al., 2003a) ; 2) GSH is relatively more sensitive, as shown for copper and iron toxicities (Hansen et al., 2006) ; and 3) specific protein thiols (e.g., Trx1 and Trx2) are more sensitive than GSH, as shown for EGF and TNF-α cell signaling , Halvey et al., 2005 and in response to cadmium and arsenic toxicities (Hansen et al., 2006) . The most salient interpretation is that GSH and protein thiol systems function as parallel and non-redundant systems that have overlapping functions (Zhang et al., 2007) . Experimental evidence further shows that membranal barriers separate redox compartments and need to be incorporated into the redox organizational structure. Steady-state E h for thioredoxin and glutathione systems are not equilibrated, and these systems appear to interact with different subsets of protein Cys (Le Moan et al., 2006) so that individual networks dependent upon each must be considered; we term these "redox regulons" in analogy to genetic concepts of regulons as groups of genes regulated by one protein [for instance, see (Permina et al., 2012) ]. Recent data also support the concept that steady-state peptidyl Cys oxidation is associated with functional networks, suggesting a modular redox structure. While incomplete in conceptual development, these considerations of redox pathway organization and redox functional organization provide a framework to begin development of more complete redox systems biology models.
Hierarchical network structures
Metabolism appears organized in hierarchical structures (Barabasi, 2009 ). For redox systems, a bilateral hierarchical structure would appear needed to accommodate both reductant and oxidant systems (Fig 4) . Two types of redox network structures have been discussed based upon available data (Jones, 2010) . One involves parallel branching pathways in which protein Cys residues are effectively isolated, either physically or kinetically, so that they can be modeled as specific substrates of single oxidative and reductive mechanisms (Jones, 2010) . Another involves a branching network in which electron transfer reactions occur with greater rates from hubs to lower level nodes and slower rates between the lower level nodes in a hierarchical manner (Jones, 2010) . The latter is based upon the scale-free hierarchical clustering concepts of Barabasi which obey a power law (Barabasi, 2009 , Karsai et al., 2012 . This organizational structure has an inherent stability and points to a limitation in currently available kinetic data for thiol systems, which are biased toward rate constants for fast interactions. For instance, one can consider Trx1 reduction of 34 individual Cys in cytoskeleton-associated proteins . The rates of reduction by Trx1 could be 30 times faster than the rates of the individual Cys with each other or with the GSH system, leading to a correct conclusion that Trx1 is the principal reductant system. Slower interaction of the components with each other, however, ensures that all respond in the same way to a redox change, and a slower reactivity with the GSH system provides a backup system in the event that the Trx1 system is compromised. Importantly, these depictions of isolated pathways and interactive networks are not mutually exclusive because modules of Cys residues of both types appear likely.
If the Cys proteome has evolved with such an organization, then a bilateral hierarchical scale-free system could account for control of steady-state redox of each of the 214,000 individual protein Cys using known redox systems (Fig 4) . Subcellular compartmentation provides two levels of control because both reductants and oxidants have different distributions among compartments. At least 8 compartments can be delineated (cytoplasm, nucleus, mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi, lysosome, peroxisome, extracellular space), meaning that at least 64 different combinations of reductants and oxidants can occur. Within each compartment, multiple primary reductants are present. These include NADPH and NADH; NADPH appears to be the primary reductant for thiol redox control through central "reduction hubs", i.e., nodes that serve as upstream sources of reducing equivalents.
At least two of these are present in major cellular compartments, thioredoxin reductase and GSSG reductase. Thioredoxin reductase can reduce multiple proteins, and its most studied substrate, thioredoxin, reduces hundreds of protein Cys residues (Holmgren, 1989) . Some evidence indicates that alternative mechanisms are available to reduce thioredoxin (Watson et al., 2008) . Importantly, large number of thioredoxin-like proteins containing CXXC motif have been described (Jeong et al., 2009 ) and these can support other branches in a hierarchical structure. GSH can similarly function in reduction of hundreds of protein Cys residues mediated by glutaredoxins. Each of these can be considered as "redox regulons", e.g., Trx1 regulon is not identical to the GSH regulon, and definition of these regulons will improve description of systems functions. It must be emphasized that this is proposed as a conceptual framework to address a very complex problem; there is little experimental evidence to clarify whether models should be developed with separate redox regulons for NADH, thioredoxin reductases, thionein or other redox active components.
One may note that in a hierarchical scale-free structure, there can be an advantage to redox hubs NOT having absolute specificity because off-target redox activities at slower rates provide a backup mechanism to maintain functions when there is a failure of the primary system. An early example is provided by the discovery of glutaredoxin in studies of deoxyribonucleotide reductase in an E. coli mutant defective in thioredoxin (Holmgren, 1979) . Multiple other proteins with redox activities are known, e.g., nucleoredoxin (Funato and Miki, 2007) and thionein (Sagher et al., 2006) , and these provide additional branches within a hierarchical structure. Additional secondary redox systems have also been characterized, such as redox factor-1 reduction of transcription factors (Xanthoudakis and Curran, 1992) ; these serve as downstream branches in a hierarchical structure.
The multiplicity of this structure (64 compartments x 2 pyridine nucleotide reductants x 2 primary thiol system reductases x 25 thioredoxin-like proteins ≈6,400) indicates that a combination of perhaps 5 distinct oxidants operating with 8 secondary oxidant and reductant systems (6,400 x 5 x 8 ≈260,000) would provide sufficient components for specific regulation of all 214,000 Cys residues encoded in the human genome. Known oxidants that could support redox regulons include O 2 , H 2 O 2 , lipid hydroperoxides, peroxynitrite, cystine, quinones and other low molecular weight chemicals. Secondary oxidants include components of the protein oxidation machinery in the secretory pathway and mitochondrial import, and also protein disulfide isomerases, glutaredoxins, peroxiredoxins, glutathione Stransferases and other proteins operating in oxidative modes. Incorporation of data for individual proteins within redox organizational structures operating under physiologic conditions will support models that are considerably improved over those obtained with high-dose oxidative challenges where bulk protein Cys are simultaneously oxidized. Data from such physiologic conditions will provide opportunities to refine models to gain insight into key control points in redox control mechanisms.
Compartmentation
An important component of organization of structures in complex organisms involves compartmentation of biochemical processes at multiple levels, from organs (e.g., kidney), to functional units (e.g., glomeruli), to cells (e.g., endothelial cells), to organelles (e.g., mitochondria) to suborganellar structures (e.g., signaling complexes associated with the plasma membrane). As indicated above, high-flux electron transfer reactions are compartmented in the mitochondrial inner membrane. Other structures are also used to contain redox processes, including compartmentation of hydrogen peroxide reactions in peroxisomes, oxidation of lipophilic xenobiotics in the endoplasmic reticulum, and oxidation of proteins for secretion in the cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum. Such compartmentation allows relatively low-flux redox signaling and control to occur separately in association with the plasma membrane, aqueous cytoplasm, nucleus, and extracellular space while at the same time using higher flux oxidative reactions in other locations.
Trx redox system-Earlier studies on redox compartmentation have been reviewed in detail Jones, 2008, Jones and and are only briefly discussed here. The most detailed information on proteins is available for thioredoxin systems, which have been studied in different compartments by measuring specific forms. Results show mitochondrial Trx2 to be maintained at the most reduced steady-state redox potential, ranging from about −360 to −330 mV. The nuclear Trx1 (−290 mV) is maintained somewhat more reducing than cytoplasmic Trx1 (−270 mV). The characteristics of these have been studied under steady state conditions in cells where precursors of NADPH supply have been limited. Results show that mitochondrial thioredoxin reductase-2 and peroxiredoxin-3 become oxidized concurrently with Trx2 oxidation (Zhang et al., 2007) and cytoplasmic/nuclear thioredoxin-1, redox factor-1 and p50 subunit of NF-κB become oxidized concurrently with Trx1 , Jones, 2008 . Consequently, the thioredoxin systems are maintained under kinetically controlled steady states that differ among major subcellular compartments.
GSH/GSSG redox system-The steady-state redox potential of the GSH/GSSG system is more oxidized than the thioredoxin systems, being about −330 to −300 mV in the mitochondrial matrix and −260 to −200 mV in the cytoplasm. The values in the cytoplasm are dependent upon the life cycle of the cell, with proliferating cells having more negative steady-state redox potentials and differentiated cells having more positive values. Cells undergoing apoptosis and necrosis have a more oxidized steady-state potential, typically in the range of −170 to −150 mV. Values in the cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum have been estimated to be in this latter range (Hwang et al., 1992) , only slightly more reducing than that in plasma (−140 mV) (Jones et al., 2000) . Values for the redox potential of GSH/ GSSG in nuclei are not available but appear likely to be somewhat more reducing than cytoplasm based upon protein glutathionylation/protein thiol ratios and fluorescent indicators (Markovic et al., 2009 ).
Cysteine/Cystine redox system-The cysteine/cystine redox couple has not been extensively studied in cells. The most complete study provided evidence that the system is substantially oxidized relative to GSH/GSSG and thioredoxins in HT29 cells. Because there are limited data, interpretations must be made with caution. The relatively positive redox potential estimates, however, suggest that cystine could be an intracellular oxidant, delivered through regulated uptake by cystine transporters. Recent studies show that regulation of extracellular cysteine/cystine redox potential in cell culture is independent of the GSH system in HT29 cells (Anderson et al., 2007) and mediated by cystine uptake and cysteine efflux systems in CaCo2 cells (Mannery et al., 2010) . In isolated cells from γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase knock-out mice, cystine reduction was shown to be mediated by x CT -transport and thioredoxin reductase-dependent reduction (Mandal et al., 2010) . Previous research (Mannervik et al., 1983) showed that glutaredoxin and thioredoxin also have slow rates of cystine reduction. The considerable difference between steady-state redox potentials of Trx1 and cysteine/cystine indicate that cystine reduction by each of these systems is slow relative to Trx1 reduction and cystine uptake rates.
Redox proteomics to define redox networks and pathway maps-Recent studies using mass spectrometry-based redox proteomics provide additional insight into steady-state protein thiol redox states , Leichert et al., 2008 , Sethuraman et al., 2004 , Le Moan et al., 2006 . These studies use isotope-coded affinity tag (ICAT) reagents to measure fractional oxidation of specific peptidyl Cys residues of proteins. For instance, study of HT29 cells under control conditions showed percent oxidation of 641 peptidyl Cys residues from 333 proteins. Median protein thiol oxidation was about 12% and did not differ substantially between mitochondrial, nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins. Pathway analyses showed that more reduced Cys were in cytoplasmic proteins associated with the cytoskeleton while more oxidized Cys were in cytoplasmic proteins associated with PI3/Akt, Myc-mediated apoptosis and 14-3-3-mediated signaling. Similar redox characteristics for Cys among cytoskeletal proteins is consistent with earlier studies showing an apparent network structure of Cys in actin-associated proteins in which 34 Cys residues responded similarly to exposure of endothelial cells to an oxidized extracellular cysteine/cystine redox potential . The results are consistent with a modular redox structure in which the Cys proteome of functional modules, such as the cytoskeleton, co-evolved to provide a homogeneous response to common physiologic challenges. More recently, Truong et al. have developed isotope-coded chemical reporter and acid-cleavable affinity reagents to monitor protein sulfenic acids, which this method can be applied to map oxidized Cys sites and sufenylation of proteins under stress conditions (Truong et al., 2011) .
In the nuclei, more reduced Cys were in proteins associated with Ran signaling and RNA post-transcriptional modification while weaker associations of oxidized nuclear proteins occurred with granzyme B signaling . The coverage of nuclear proteins was not as extensive as for the cytoplasm, but together with other published data on nuclear redox proteomics , Go and Jones, 2010b , Go et al., 2009 , the results indicate that a number of nuclear redox modules exist (Fig 5) . Additional study and resolution of this redox organizational structure will help understand the complexity of redox effects on nuclear import, transcriptional activation and inactivation, DNA replication and repair, RNA processing and export and nuclear protein export and turnover (Fig 5) .
In mitochondria, more reduced cysteine residues were found to be in proteins associated with energy metabolism, cell growth and cell proliferation, and weaker associations of oxidized proteins were associated with intermediary metabolism . The results show that steady-state peptidyl Cys oxidation in proliferating HT29 cells has characteristics consistent with dynamic regulation of energy metabolism. The data are too sparse to be able to infer whether multiple Cys residues in multiple mitochondrial systems respond together as a single mitochondrial redox module. Perhaps more likely, multiple mitochondrial redox modules are present and serve to coordinate metabolic adaptations to common energetic and environmental challenges.
The data collectively indicate that specific Cys residues within proteins are associated within functional pathways in subcellular compartments. This provides a framework for consideration of differential protein oxidation during oxidative stress and toxicologic processes because it associates redox response with function. A corollary is that toxic agents could have different effects in differentiated cells and proliferating cells due to differences in steady-state cytoskeletal protein oxidation or to more oxidized steady-states of signaling proteins. Similarly, agents that selectively interfere with the Ran signaling system for nuclear import could differentially impact cell stress responses in proliferating and differentiated cells. Consequently, the results support the interpretations provided above for evolution of the cysteine proteome, multi-dimensional character of Cys modifications and non-equilibrium thermodynamics of thiol systems, indicating that more comprehensive redox systems models will be helpful to understand and test the complex dynamic responses of thiol systems.
Orthogonal control and pathway switching-The bilateral hierarchical redox control structure as described does not incorporate functional aspects related to redox sensing and pathway switching. For redox sensing, components within modules are expected to show parallel responses, but no experimental data are available to test this concept. Similarly, little experimental evidence is available concerning pathway switching functions. Leonard et al. (Leonard et al., 2009) found that few Cys undergoing oxidation to sulfenic acid also undergo nitrosylation or glutathionylation. Based upon this, one can speculate that each of the 214,000 Cys has only a small number of physiologically relevant reactions and reaction rates. Assembly of databases documenting modifications in biologic systems will help sort out this organizational structure. In particular, databases containing rate constants for oxidation by H 2 O 2 , cystine, and other prevalent oxidants are needed. Similarly, databases with rates of reduction by thioredoxins and other redox systems are needed. Reaction rates of many protein Cys residues have been determined, but quantitative data for protein abundance are also needed for modeling of kinetically controlled systems. Curated databases are needed to assemble the accumulating redox proteomics data into resources for model development, and this would appear to be possible by addition of new features to existing databases.
Application of redox circuitry concepts to human health and disease
As indicated by more than 100,000 papers on oxidative stress (Fig 1) , redox processes have critical roles in human health and disease. Biomedical research established, however, that supplementation with free radical scavenging antioxidants produced little benefit in several large-scale double-blind interventional studies and led to consideration of non-radical redox systems as central to disease mechanisms [see (Jones, 2006 , Jones, 2008 ]. Redox systems biology is in a nascent stage of development and will require additional collection of data, such as rate information, as well as improved design of redox organizational structures to understand redox-dependent mechanisms. In this, systems biologists will need to work with experimentalists to improve data collection and build and test models. This interaction is critical because experimental models usually involve sufficiently severe conditions to elicit adverse outcomes in short periods of time while relevant processes in human disease involve less severe conditions and longer durations. Redox systems responses may reflect an adaptability that protects against system failure and disease. Hence, development of redox systems models are expected to be useful for the broad range of disease processes thought to involve oxidative stress, e.g., cardiovascular disease, cancer, lung diseases, gastrointestinal diseases, renal disease, etc., and also a large number of toxicities resulting from environmental and occupational exposures, e.g., cadmium (Cd) exposure, arsenic exposure, ozone, alcohol, cigarette smoke, paraquat, etc. In the following, we provide a summary of research on Cd as an illustration of application of these concepts to human health.
Cd effects on thiol/disulfide redox system Adverse health effects of Cd
Cd is a biotoxic nonessential heavy metal that can be taken up by organisms and has been designated as a human carcinogen (Waalkes, 2003) . Of concern for Cd, safety is evaluated in terms of urinary Cd and kidney damage (Noonan et al., 2002) without consideration of possible effects at lower levels on redox signaling and redox sensing mechanisms. Satarug et al (Satarug et al., 2011) recently provided an extensive review of human studies and concluded that "Population data raise concerns about the validity of the current safe intake level that uses the kidney as the sole target in assessing the health risk from ingested cadmium". Kidney damage is a relatively severe and late effect (Site, 2000 , Klaassen et al., 1999 and more subtle effects on homeostatic mechanisms occur which can have a broad range of adverse health consequences, including increased risk of emphysema and other lung diseases (Lampe et al., 2008) , stroke and heart failure (Peters et al., 2010) , anemia (Horiguchi et al., 2011) , osteoporosis (Gallagher et al., 2008) , reproduction (Gerhard et al., 1998 , Laudanski et al., 1991 , and cancer (Arita and Costa, 2009, Waalkes, 2003) . This evidence for toxicity pleiotropy indicates that Cd must impact multiple systems in different ways. A redox network structure as outlined above suggests how this can occur through impacts on thiol systems that are differentially distributed and controlled during the life cycle of an individual.
Substantial evidence suggests that such differential redox effects are likely to occur at low levels of Cd that are relevant to human exposures and could contribute to such toxicity pleiotropy. The concepts outlined above indicate that thiol redox effects are likely to occur; the formulation also indicates that both adaptive and maladaptive responses may occur, and these may differ among tissues and life stages. Mouse studies show that renal Cd reflects long-term exposure but is not correlated with urinary Cd excretion (Thijssen et al., 2007) , and human autopsy data show that hepatic cytochrome P450 4A11 (CYP4A11) expression is associated with Cd in individuals without Cd exposure in the workplace (Baker et al., 2002) . Thus, human population studies and laboratory animal studies support a need for improved means to evaluate responses, health risks and mechanisms of low-level Cd exposure. These issues are relevant to a broad range of toxicology studies in plants, cells and animals (Beyersmann and Hechtenberg, 1997 , Deckert, 2005 , Waisberg et al., 2003 , but in the present brief consideration, we only include effects on thiol/disulfide redox state and signaling in animal cells and tissues.
Regulation of Zn-requiring enzymes by Cd and Cd-Ca interaction
Cd interrupts the uptake and utilization of other elements resulting in malabsorption of iron, copper and manganese, in increased concentrations of Cd, Zn and calcium in the liver and kidneys, in increased phosphorus in the urine, and in iron deficiency anemia. Cd effects on Zn may be especially important in that Cd can be substitute for Zn in a subset of Zn-binding sites. Zn is required for the activity of over 300 enzymes (McCall et al., 2000) and has an even broader effect due to additional binding sites in the proteome. Zn binding sites in proteins are made up of the sulfur of cysteine, the nitrogen of histidine or the oxygen of aspartate and glutamate (McCall et al., 2000) . The interaction with Cys residues represents a site for disruption of redox networks described above. Cd competes with Zn for their binding sites on many biologically essential molecules, e.g., DNA damage repair enzymes (Buchko et al., 2000) and metalloproteins, apparently replacing Zn during protein folding rather than displacing Zn from these molecules. Importantly, Cd is not redox-active but can stimulate oxidation in some binding sites. Zn-binding sites, such as Zn-finger motifs of transcription factors, regulatory domain of signaling molecules including protein kinase C (Beyersmann et al., 1994) , metalloenzymes such as Cu/Zn-superoxide dismutase (SOD) (Bauer et al., 1980 , Huang et al., 2006 and metallothioneins (MT) (Klaassen et al., 1999) are targets for disruption of function by Cd. The effect of Zn binding to proteins shows diverse outcomes. While there are numerous studies supporting the role of Zn as being protective from oxidation, it has also been shown that Zn actually enhances redox sensitivity resulting in more susceptibility to oxidation , Jiang et al., 1998 , Crow et al., 1995 . The release of Zn from Zn-requiring superoxide dismutase by Cd substitution results in inactivation and consequently further disrupts this aspect of redox physiology (Huang et al., 2006) . Additionally, binding of Cd to albumin occurs in the plasma and can prevent urinary loss of Cd, contributing to the relatively long half-life of 20 y in humans. Albumin is the major protein thiol in plasma and functions to remove reactive electrophiles from circulation. Albumin binding prevents plasma Cd from being filtered at the glomerulus and competes with MT to form Cd-MT complex. Studies of the interaction between Cd and Zn showed 3 main effects, binding to proteins (plasma albumin, macromolecules, MT), interactions at the level of MT induction, and competition for membrane transport (Frazier, 1994) .
Environmental metals including Cd affect biological functions of calcium (Ca). A human study to determine the correlation between Cd and Ca showed a significant difference in the average of Cd concentration of smokers from non-smokers. There was a positive correlation between Cd and Ca in the blood of smokers while no correlation between Cd and Ca was observed from non-smokers (Zeneli et al., 2010) . Moreover, a population-based human study in Europe showed that an increased urinary Cd level was associated with a decreased bone density and height loss (Kazantzis, 2004) supporting the relationship between Cd and Ca. In vitro and in vivo studies examining Cd-Ca interaction have provided evidence that Cd affects biological function of Ca. The intake of diet with low Ca resulted in increased Cd adsorption and accumulation, finally leading to elevation of Cd toxicity. On the other hand, the large intake of Ca resulted in decreased Cd absorption and accumulation, and lowered Cd toxicity (Brzoska and Moniuszko-Jakoniuk, 1998) . Similarly, in a rabbit jejunum cell study, Cd inhibited sugar absorption and L-threonine transport when Ca was present in the media (Mesonero et al., 1995 , Mesonero et al., 1996 . However, this inhibitory effect was not observed if Ca was not included in the media, suggesting that Cd and Ca could have an affinity for the same molecules.
GSH redox system affected by Cd
Cd interactions with GSH systems are well established (Singhal et al., 1987) . As induction of defense mechanisms by Cd, cellular GSH is increased as a consequence of activation of the GSH synthesis enzyme γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase (γ-GCL, (Chen and Goldsbrough, 1994 , Mendoza-Cozatl et al., 2005 , Satarug et al., 2011 , Shukla et al., 2000 ). Interestingly, in addition to induction of mechanisms for antioxidants, Cd also stimulates oxidative stress mechanisms by increasing ROS without Fenton-type reaction association (Thevenod et al., 2000) . Therefore, Cd affected GSH synthesis mechanism and ROS generation interferes with the cellular redox state (Ochi et al., 1987 , Schutzendubel et al., 2001 . Oxidation in E h GSSG due to relatively high Cd exposure (0.1 mM, 3h) was shown in C6 glioma cells although total cellular glutathione level was elevated (Yang et al., 2004) . This study supports the notion that activation of Cd-induced oxidative stress is modulated by cellular thiol redox state. A role for Cd-regulated E h GSSG for gene regulation was shown by Hsiao et al. (Hsiao and Stapleton, 2009) . Changes in gene expression by low-level Cd (4 μM) in rat hepatocytes were affected by cellular GSH redox balance, controlled by BSO and NAC. Additionally, the pivotal role of GSH redox state in Cd-regulated cell growth and DNA synthesis was shown in Chinese hamster V79 cells (Ochi et al., 1987) . In this study, Cd (10 μM, 2 h) did not influence superoxide dismutase, catalase, GSH peroxidase or GSSG reductase but resulted in a significant decreased level of GSH, supporting an association of E h GSSG with inhibited cell growth and mechanisms of DNA-synthesis (Ochi et al., 1987) .
In addition to GSH redox state, Cd can impact thiol/disulfide status of Cys residues in proteins. S-Glutathionylation of proteins (Pr-SSG) occurs under a variety of oxidative conditions (Anathy et al., 2012 , Giustarini et al., 2004 , Mieyal and Chock, 2012 , Murphy, 2012 , Ziegler, 1985 , and glutaredoxin (Grx) is a specific catalyst for the reduction of Pr-SSG (Gravina and Mieyal, 1993) . Acute Cd exposure (3 -100 μM, 30 min) of H9 and Jurkat cells inactivated Grx resulting in inhibition of Pr-SSG reduction and apoptosis (Chrestensen et al., 2000) . Cd also inhibited GSSG reductase activity associated with the inhibition of GSH redox regulation systems in both mammalian cells and plants (Chrestensen et al., 2000 , Smiri et al., 2011 .
Thioredoxin redox system affected by Cd
Trx1 and Trx2 are major cellular oxidoreductases regulating cellular redox homeostasis (Gleason and Holmgren, 1981, Holmgren, 1985) and are sensitive to oxidation by Cd (Hansen et al., 2006) . Thioredoxins reduce oxidized forms of other proteins, as required for deoxyribonucleotide synthesis by ribonucleotide reductase (Arner and Holmgren, 2000, Berg et al., 2002) and reversal of methionine oxidation by methionine sulfoxide reductases (Gonzalez Porque et al., 1970) . Proteomics research in yeast showed that both of the major cellular thiol redox systems, GSH and Trx, are essential for cellular defense against Cd (Vido et al., 2001 ).
Stress response genes, antioxidant systems and metabolic enzymes have been shown to be sensitive to low dose Cd in in vitro, in vivo, and clinical studies (Bartosiewicz et al., 2001 , Conterato et al., 2011 , Noonan et al., 2002 . TrxR1, a selenoprotein controlling the Trx1 redox system, was induced by Cd in bovine (Sakurai et al., 2005) and human cells (Nishimoto et al., 2006) by enhancing the promoter activity of the 5′-flanking region of TrxR1 gene (Sakurai et al., 2005) . Sakurai et al. also found that Cd-elevated TrxR1 gene expression involves activation of NF-E2-related factor-2 (Nrf2) and its binding to the antioxidant responsive element of TrxR1. Interestingly, a dual function of TrxR1 in cellular responses to Cd was demonstrated in the study using the gene silencing of TrxR1 (Nishimoto et al., 2006) . The TrxR1 gene silencing by TrxR1 siRNA elevated cell death by low-dose Cd (less than10 μM) compared with control silencing; however, this effect was reversed by high-dose Cd suggesting that TrxR1 has a dual role in cellular defense mechanisms depending on Cd concentration. TrxR1 might protect the cells from moderate injury by a low dose of Cd, while it might also potentiate cell death in cells severely injured by high-dose Cd (Nishimoto et al., 2006 ).
As mentioned above, yeast proteomics data upon Cd exposure are consistent with the gene expression data obtained from in vitro mammalian cells and in vivo animals in response to Cd. Strong induction of proteins by acute Cd exposure includes molecules associated with sulfur amino acid biosynthetic pathways including GSH synthesis, stress responsive heat shock proteins and chaperones, proteases, and antioxidants (Vido et al., 2001) . Yeast strains lacking Trx and TrxR showed a Cd hypersensitive phenotype suggesting an important role of the Trx redox system in Cd tolerance (Vido et al., 2001 ).
Cd-induced toxicity appeared to be mediated by a complex mechanism since Cd exposure resulted in decreasing antioxidant systems while others show Cd-elevated TrxR expression and increased GSH level and GSH redox system as described above. El-Sharaky et al. found that rats with low dose Cd (2 mg/kg body weight, 10 days) had induced renal toxicity as results of increasing lipid peroxidation and decreasing GSH level and activity of glutathione peroxidase (GPx) and TrxR . A subset of rats treated with selenium and Cd showed a protective effect from renal toxicity as a result of decreasing lipid peroxidation and total saturated fat and increasing GSH levels and activity of GPx and TrxR. This suggests that seleno-enzymes, GPx and TrxR and their counterpart redox systems, GSH and Trx protect against Cd-induced toxicity . Consequently, at the level of individual risk, subpopulations may show selective sensitivity due to nutritional status of selenium.
As indicated, numerous studies support the critical roles of GSH and Trx redox systems for modulating Cd-induced toxicity as consequence of a great affinity of Cd to thiol groups. However, increasing data also suggest that the accumulation and distribution of Cd in the various tissues, the interactions of Cd with other elements, and the damage to tissues caused by Cd vary due to complex mechanisms depending on many endogenous and exogenous factors including chemical forms, exposure time and doses of Cd . These observations support a need for interpretation of data within more complete systems biology models.
Subcellular redox signaling affected by Cd
Mitochondrial redox signaling affected by Cd-Cd binding and oxidation of thiols of proteins is a common component of the molecular mechanisms accounting for most of the biological effects of Cd. Cd is a well-known stress inducer by disrupting redox signaling and stimulating mechanisms for increasing ROS levels (Cuypers et al., 2010) . Cd-complexes penetrate into cells and subcellular organelles including cytoplasm, nuclei, mitochondria, and the endoplasmic reticulum; of these, effects on mitochondrial function may be especially important. A study examining the effects of heavy metals on the major thiol/ disulfide redox systems showed that mitochondrial Trx2 is oxidized more than cytoplasmic Trx1 by 10 μM Cd, indicating that mitochondrial redox might be more susceptible to Cdinduced disruption (Hansen et al., 2006) . This is consistent with other data suggesting that mitochondria are key subcellular targets for Cd (Belyaeva and Korotkov, 2003 , Cannino et al., 2009 , Early et al., 1992 , Tang and Shaikh, 2001 , especially due to altered oxidative phophosphorylation (Belyaeva and Korotkov, 2003) . Earlier studies with 3.3-40 μM Cd treatment of isolated rat liver mitochondria showed that lower concentrations stimulated respiration while higher concentrations inhibited respiration (Cameron et al., 1986 , Sato et al., 1978 . Also, Cd stimulated NAD + -linked mitochondrial dehydrogenase activities and NADH oxidation without stimulation of mitochondrial ATPase activity, indicating direct interaction of Cd with NADH dehydrogenase complex or other NADH-dependent enzymes (Cameron et al., 1986) . In vivo rat and mouse studies showed that a low dose of Cd administration caused oxidative damage in liver and kidney with depleted mitochondrial GSH (Nigam et al., 1999) and increased lipid peroxidation in the renal cortex mitochondria suggesting that disrupting mitochondrial redox metabolism is associated with Cd-induced liver and renal defects. The broad range of effects indicates that systems biology analyses will be useful to understand the most sensitive low-dose effects and possible differential effects on different organ and cell systems.
Nuclear redox signaling affected by Cd-Although many toxicity studies have emphasized the critical nature of effects on mitochondria, homeostatic regulation of organ systems, defense against environmental agents, proliferation, differentiation and programmed cell death, occur through integrated activities of molecular signaling and control systems that ultimately converge in cell nuclei. Cd, considered to be a human carcinogen due to its mutagenic and carcinogenic properties, might induce carcinogenesis though mechanisms of interaction with DNA (Valverde et al., 2001) . However, the role of Cd in nuclear events is largely unknown, i.e., studies specifically investigating low-dose effects of Cd focusing on nuclear redox signaling are very limited. Nuclear redox modules as outlined in Fig 5 could represent important targets that contribute to carcinogenicity of Cd.
Data with Cd administration at high doses (over 10 μM or 1 mg/kg body weight) showed that Cd induces DNA damage and affects the DNA repair system (Candeias et al., 2010 , Nemmiche et al., 2011 . Human Jurkat T-cells exposed to Cd (5-50 μM, 24 h) showed increased death in association with elevated levels of DNA damage, lipid peroxidation and protein carbonyls and decreased activity of superoxide dismutase and GPx (Nemmiche et al., 2011) . Cd inhibited base and nucleotide excision/repair pathways by affecting mainly the recognition and excision stages of these processes suggesting that Cd is a potent DNA repair poison (Candeias et al., 2010) . Significant DNA damage by high-dose Cd was also observed in a mouse study using low non-cytotoxic concentrations of Cd (≤1.0 μM) (Valverde et al., 2001 ). This study additionally showed that Cd-induced DNA damage resulted from an increased level of oxidative stress such as elevation of lipid peroxidation and free radicals but not due to direct interaction of Cd with DNA. Consistent with this, chronic low Cd (4.4 mg/kg) also induced nuclear DNA damage in rat liver with increased urinary excretion of oxidized lipids (Bagchi et al., 1997) . Another earlier study also showed that Cd (5-35 μM) induced DNA strand breaks with increased formation of 8-hydroxy-2′-deoxyguanosine in human lymphoblastoid cells (Mikhailova et al., 1997) . In the same study, Cd at a higher level (50 μM) induced significant increase in activity of nuclear superoxide dismutase and catalase but decrease in GSH level and oxidation of E h GSSG (Mikhailova et al., 1997) .
In a recent study , we investigated the role of nuclear-localized Trx1 in Cdinduced inflammation and cytotoxicity using in vitro and in vivo models. The results showed that submicromolar Cd stimulated nuclear translocation of Trx1 and p65 of NF-κB in HeLa cells. Elevation of Trx1 in nuclei in cells in vitro and kidney of transgenic mice containing Trx1 fused to a nuclear localization signal (NLS-Trx1) had increased Cd-stimulated NF-κB activation and cell death. In these experiments, Cd-stimulated Trx1 nuclear translocation and NF-κB activation were inhibited by cytochalasin D, an inhibitor of actin polymerization. The results suggest that actin regulates Trx1 nuclear translocation and NF-κB activation by Cd. A nuclear-targeted dominant negative form of Trx1 blocked Cd-stimulated NF-κB activation and decreased cell death. Addition of zinc, known to antagonize Cd toxicity by increasing metallothionein, had no effect on Cd-stimulated nuclear translocation of Trx1 and NF-κB activation. The data show that nuclear thiol redox systems are important in Cd toxicity, and taken together with the above data for mitochondria, show a complex interaction of Cd with thiol redox systems that can have diverse and important roles in disease and toxicities. Application of developing concepts of redox systems biology could substantially improve understanding of the complex effects of Cd on these systems.
Summary and Perspectives
A wealth of experimental data on thiol redox systems has accumulated, providing an essential resource for development of integrated redox systems biology. While details remain unclear, central organizational features have emerged. These features provide a framework for consideration of a bilateral hierarchical structure within multiple subcellular compartments and consisting of opposing reductive redox regulons (e.g. Trx, GSH) and oxidative redox regulons (e.g., H 2 O 2 , ROOH, quinones, peroxynitrite). With only a small number of secondary redox elements, this structure is sufficient to control the redox state of each of the 214,000 Cys encoded in the mammalian genome. Application of mass spectrometry-based redox proteomics is beginning to further reveal organizational substructures in which Cys in proteins with common biologic functions have similar steadystate level of oxidation. Although early in development, redox systems biology approaches could considerably enhance understanding of complex thiol mechanisms such as oxidative stress in disease, chronic toxicities from low-level environmental exposures and therapeutics for cancer and other diseases. Genealogy of thiol redox systems biology. Thousands of scientific studies have examined thiol systems in detail, yet integrated knowledge of the complex thiol interactions is only beginning to emerge. Systems biology provides approaches and tools to address this challenging problem. Mass spectrometry-based redox proteomics methods, in particular, provide the ability to simultaneously study redox effects on specific cysteine residues in hundreds of proteins. A search of "redox proteomics" resulted in 995 papers, suggesting a growing influence of this approach. Improved analytic throughput with such methods is expected to support rapid progress in thiol redox systems biology development.
for each of the Cys (filled circles), and the percentage of amino acid identity relative to humans was obtained from a BLAST search in Uniprot (filled triangles), showing that Cys are much more highly conserved. The Cys proteome exists in a multidimensional functional space. While many Cys are contained within internal protein structures and not accessible to reversible modifications or interactions, Cys is a polar amino acid commonly found on the surface of proteins. In the vicinity of cationic amino acids, Cys can undergo ionization to a thiolate, which readily binds transition metals and is reactive with oxidants and electrophiles. These characteristics are associated with a large number of covalent modifications and ionic interactions, which are used in control of protein activity, structure, subcellular distribution, cell signaling, macromolecular interactions and trafficking. As shown on the top left, thiols are present in proteins as monothiols and vicinal dithiols; in some proteins larger clusters are also present. Modifications of monothiols are presented on the right, and functional responses to modification of monothiols and vicinal dithiols are shown on the lower left. Hierarchical redox structure for control of the redox proteome. Protein Cys residues are maintained in kinetically controlled redox states dependent upon opposing reductive and oxidative systems. An overriding level of control occurs at the physical level of subcellular compartmentation because of restricted redox communication between compartments. Within compartments, reductive systems are conceptualized as occurring in redox regulons, in which primary reductant systems such as NADPH/thioredoxin reductase or thioredoxin function as hubs controlling multiple redox nodes. Oxidative processes are depicted as occurring through opposing redox regulons, such as a H 2 O 2 redox regulon. Many Cys are directly controlled by secondary reductant or oxidant systems, and these are presented as additional levels of organization within the hierarchical structure. Individual Cys residues are conceptualized as occurring in redox modules in which Cys in different proteins have evolved to share common redox properties, providing coordination of functional systems. Based upon known reaction types and specific examples, one can extrapolate that such a structure is sufficient to provide specific control of all 214,000 Cys encoded in mammalian genomes. Functional systems and representative proteins with redox-sensitive thiols in cell nuclei. Multiple Cys residues are redox-sensitive in some proteins. Mass spectrometry-based redox proteomic analysis enables the measurement of redox state of multiple proteins in different subcellular compartments in response to diverse extracellular signals. This figure is derived from data reported in and illustrates redox-sensitive nuclear proteins that appear to be organized into redox modules. In such modules, multiple protein Cys have similar redox dependences with a character suggesting that redox mechanisms coordinate function. Redox-sensitive nuclear proteins are; DNMT1, DNA methyltransferase; HNRNP, heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins; NCBP, Nuclear cap-binding protein; NOP56, Nucleolar protein 56; PCNA, Proliferating cell nuclear antigen; PRKDC, DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit; RNU2, U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein.
